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When there are tough tasks on a farm, tractors get the job done. Visit a busy farm and learn all

about tractorsâ€”and plows, seed drills, spreaders, harrows, and more.When there are tough tasks

on a farm, tractors get the job done. Visit a bustling farm and learn all about hardworking tractors

and other farm machines. With colorful illustrations, simple but informative text, and learning

activities throughout, this over-sized board book with handle, will take young readers on a fun-filled

trip around a busy farm.
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This book is one of three in a series (the other two are My Red Firetruck and My Big Dumptruck.) All

three follow the same pattern: a double-spread with four pieces of equipment--labels for various

parts and small print explaining the purpose of each piece. The following double-spread then has a

picture showing those pieces of equipment in action. The sides of those pages include basic search

and find activities highlighting colors, shapes, counting, etc. We really enjoy these books. If we're

short on time, we basically just do a "name the equipment," find a couple items, and move on

"reading." When we have more time, we can talk about the various parts, practice counting, work on

colors, etc. The detailed information gives me as the "previously ignorant of most farm-implements

mom" the ability to answer my 2-year-olds questions with real answers. (I almost NEVER actually



"read" the small print to my son--we just talk about it.) This isn't a "story" book. It's a "share our love

of tractors" book. The chunky size and shape and bright colors make it appealing and the drawings

are realistic. If your toddler enjoys farm equipment, this book ought to be a winner. :)

I bought this for a friend's lil boy as a gift. They live out in the country and he rides in the tractor with

his daddy sometimes. He loves tractors and anything farm related. This book has an opening above

the back wheel to use as a handle so kids can carry it around easier. Perfect for little hands. Good

quality board book. Would definitely recommend this cute lil book!!

This book has many details and larger words than you would think that a toddler would appreciate

but my son loves it! We read it together many times and he loves the detail in the pictures and that

the items look like the "real" thing. He is now able to tell us what the pictures are. He says "Harrow"

"Tractor" "Harvester" "Seed Drill". This book is one that requires a little more time sitting with your

child to show them what the pictures mean, but it is worth it to see how excited they are when they

see a "Harvester" and know what it is!

I bought this book because my dad loves tractors, but thought my son wouldn't like it for at least

another year. Wrong. He loves it! You can make it as simple or as complicated as you want for your

child. I point out the different color tractors and tell him that they are pulling the equipment, talk

about the animals, wheels, etc. He won't stop bringing me this book! He carries it around by the

handle too and brings it everywhere. I highly recommend this book; I came on here to buy the other

2 in the series.

This is a cheaply manufactured book. The spine breaks the first time a child bends the cover back. I

would not let a child "read" it on his own.

I checked out this book for my toddler and found it to be a bit baffling. It is a board book, and it looks

cute on the outside. In the inside is complex information about tractors which I think would be better

suited to a much older child, perhaps one who no longer has a need for board books. My son does

like it, but only if I "offroad" it and don't read any of the text. If your kid is under 4 or 5, I would skip

this book.

I bought this book for my almost two year old grandson, and he loves it. It is one of his three favorite



books, all by Chip Lovitt. He is just learning to talk, but he will tell me about reading it with his mom

when he comes over to visit. He is a heavy machinery obsessed little guy, and we are definitely

getting our money's worth from this purchase.

My Grandson loves it!! They were not kidding though, it is GIANT!!
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